
CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 To organize the research questions as explained in chapter one, the researcher 

merges the answer in one analysis, because the research questions related each other. 

They are, what are the registers used, in what context it is used, and why midwives 

use those registers. Those research questions are interrelated. 

4.1 FINDING 

4.1.1 Context in Prenatal Care 

 Bidan Luluk : “: Ooo……berarti Gravidanya normal dan sudah masuk  

   Pap. gimana dengan  ekstremitasnya, odem gak? 

    

( Ooo ...... it  means Gravida normal and had entered her Pap. 

what about its extremity, odem or  not? ) 

 

  The registers of the utterance above are Gravida is pregnancy, PAP is the 

examination of the cervix, in this context smear done to determine the presence of 

uterine cancer, Extremities is a motion of limbs, and edema is swelling of the body 

due to excess fluid in the body. Registers use in context prenatal care. it is used 

because register ODEM which is means limb motion and this term which is known 

by patient so, it will make the patient feels discourage whereas Gravida, PAP, 

Ekstremitas are originally terms that used in medical. In this sections the most related 

reason why they use those registers is to protect patients from worry over their 

condition, it is like the psychological condition of the patient (Inayati, 2007: 25-26) 



  Bidan Mei : “ Bu… ada pasien Anc.” 

   ( Bu.. there is patient Anc ) 

  the register of utterance above is Anc,  Anc is acronym from Asuhan Sebelum 

Persalinan and this term is used when there is a patient come to the medical. and   the 

purpose of Anc is keeping healthy pregnant women during pregnancy and childbirth, 

and monitor possible risks of pregnancy. And the reason is  abbreviation. This stands 

for a specific language or words used by midwives who are their medical language in 

obstetrics. other than that to expedite the review process. it is like  more practice to 

use in the environment. ( Inayati, 2007:25). 

 Bidan Luluk : “mbak mei tolong sampean periksa  Djj, Palpasi, Albumin 

   e sek yo “ 

 

(“  Mbak mei please you check the Djj, palpation, Albumin  its 

first ") 

  

the registers of utterance above is djj  is fetal heart rate, palpation is fingered by 

inspection techniques. Instrument used is the hand and fingers. Registers are used in 

the context of labor, these registers are used to determine the temperature and pain in 

patients. Albumin is the examination of urine and . It is used because there are 

register Djj, is acronym from “Detak Jantung Janin” and this term is only used by 

each midwife because it is to avoid the patient’s discoveraged with her baby 

condition. Palpasi and Albumin is original terms in medical.the reason is . to protect 

patients from worry over their condition and To keep secret among people of the 

same profession. 



 

 Bidan Luluk : “ooo.. nek gitu lmp 19 agustus  Hpl 26 mei 2013. Mbak tri 

   perkiraan  lahir e 26 mei wes nyiapno opo wae, anak  

   pertama lo mbak. Seneng- seneng e iki.  

( “ Ooo….. so lmp 19 August, hpl 26 May. The estimated  birth 26 

May, has prepared everything for the first child” ) 

 

  the registers of utterance above is  HPL it is mean approximate day of birth. 

This register used in  prenatal care. And the reason is abbreviation. This stands for a 

specific language or words used by midwives who are their medical language in 

obstetrics. it is like Doctors are very busy, so they make it simple in abbreviation. 

(Nisa’,2013:41) 

4.1.2 Installation contraceptive 

 Bidan Luluk  : “sek tak ambilno alat dan contohnya dulu yaa. Silahkan  

   duduk dulu. 

   Nek ini KB Implant  untuk 3tahun , nek ini KB Suntik untuk 

   3bulan, yang ini Cyclofum ( pil kb  untuk 1 bulan ) , atau  

   Akdr ( dadi kb ne dipasang di dalem ).  

 

( “ I briefly took a tool and an example. Please sit down. this 

kb implant for three years. this kb injections for three  month. 

which is cyclofum for one month. or IUD ) 

 

 The term Implant  is kb susuk, Cyclofum is kb yang isinya progesterone dan 

esterogen untuk 1 bulan. ,Akdr   is alat kontrasepsi dalam rahim.. In this context used 

the midwives to give choice to the patient which is what kb is used by patient  the 

registers usually used in context  installation contraceptive. 

 Bidan Luluk : “tak periksa dulu ya,, ooo.. sek sampean dan pasangan isi  

   lembar  persetujuan dulu ya.( Informed consent ) 



 ( my first check. then you and your partner content approval 

sheet for now.) 

 

 

Bidan Luluk : ya silahkan tiduran mbak. Ojok tegang yo mbak. Oo. Iya  

   mbak apa sampean pernah alergi obat- obatan ta atau  

   anastezi? 

( “ yes please lie down, do not strain. have you ever been 

allergic to the drugs “ ) 

 

 the register Informed consent  is mean lembar persetujuan. In this context the 

patient must fill form as agreement before using KB, and this  register used in 

contraceptive. The reason is as a habit among people of the same profession .        ( 

inayati,2007:25)  

4.1.3 Labor 

 Bidan Luluk : “mbak mei tolong sampean Anemnesi disek yo..” 

( “ mbak mei please  first you Anemnesi ")  

 the register Anemnesi is mean interview between midwives and patient. In this 

context the patient get questions by midwives to get data about condition of patient 

before continue the labor. The purpose is to obtain data on health problems in 

patients. 

 

 Bidan Mei : “ya bu. Sekalian saya periksa Palpasi dan Vt juga ya.” 

( ya bu… I check all palpation and also Vt . ") 

 

 the register Vt means check up about condition patient. In this context the 

midwives do the check up to patient health to know percentages patient ready before 



continue the labor. The reason used the register is to keep secret and make them be 

relaxed. it is like to keep the psychological condition of the patient. 

( Inayati,2007:26) 

 

 Bidan Mei : “emmmm… Ttv normal,  Palpasi , Tfu 33cm, kepala  

   sudah masuk  Pap,  VT  pembukaan 4cm, Effisement 50%,   

   Kepala hodge 1, ketuban + . 

( “ emmmm…. Ttv normal, palpation, TFU 33cm, the head has 

entered Pap, VT opening 4cm, Effisement 50%, Chief hodge 1, 

amniotic +” ) 

 

 the registers are Ttv, Tfu, Effisement .kepala hodge 1 .In this context, registers 

used for giving information about pregnant condition, and from utterance above, the 

midwives give the information to the patient that there’s no problem to the patient 

.this registers used in context labor and the reason why the midwives used register is 

To keep secret among people of the same profession and for keep patient 

psychologist condition. Because of that , the midwives that our subject use registers 

words in their conversation with the same midwives when they are in the front of 

their patients to keep secret and make them be relaxed. It can help medical process.  

 Bidan Luluk : “tolong sampean tulis di lembar observasi dan Partograf” 

   ( “ Please  you  write in the observation sheet and   

   Partograph ") 

 



 the register is Patograf  it means instrument to record the delivery if it is 

entered when the active, it is used to record the labor information if after pass ready 

situation. It is like as habit of the same profession. ( Inayati,2007:25)  

 

4.1.4 Result check up 

 Bidan Luluk : Uk berapa? 

   ( “ how is Uk “) 

the register is Uk, it is a abbreviation of  “Usia Kehamilan”. This register used 

in context result check up. And the reason is  abbreviation. This stands for a specific 

language or words used by midwives who are their medical language in obstetrics. 

other than that to expedite the review process, and it became a habit of midwives and 

if they use register words it is practice because they understand each other and if all 

thing in communication in common language so will needed  a long  time. it is like 

Doctors are very busy, so they make it simple in abbreviation. ( Nisa’ ,2013:41) 

 Bidan Mei : “Djj normal tapi perkiraan Letsung, advis posisi Knee  

   chest” 

( "DJJ normal but estimates Letsung, advice Knee chest 

position") 

 the registers are Letsung and Kneechest. Letsung is abbreviation of “Letak 

Sungsang” and Kneechest is good for normaling baby position by pregnant aerobic. 

Letsung is used by midwives because it is terms for describing bad information about 



pregnant, but the midwives say to patient indirectly. So, midwives say to patient that 

the pregnant condition is not good. The reason is to keep secret among people of the 

same profession , to keep secret and make patient relaxed about condition. it is like to 

keep the psychological condition of the patient. ( Inayati, 2007: 26) 

4.1.5 Complaint by patient 

 Bidan Luluk : “sampean cek berapa Bb dan Td nya?” 

     ( “you check how Bb and Td her? " ) 

Bidan Mei : “bu.. niki Bb  e  tetap 47 gak meningkat bu, Td nya 90 %” 

( "bu .. The Bb Her remains 47 no increase, its Td 90% " ) 

   

the registers are Bb and Td. They are abbreviation of “Berat Badan” (Bb) and 

“Tekanan Darah” (Td), sometimes those terms describing bad conditions, like in 

abnormal situation, and to avoid patient panic, those registers used to other midwives 

to inform. The register above used in context  complain by patient about installation 

contraceptive. the reason is . abbreviation. This stands for a specific language or 

words used by midwives who are their medical language in obstetrics. other than that 

to expedite the review process, and it became a habit of midwives and if they use 

register words it is practice because they understand each other and if all thing in 

communication in common language so will needed  a long  time.it is like Doctors 

are very busy, so they make it simple in abbreviation. (Nisa’,2013:41) 

 

 



4.2 DISCUSSION  

The table below is the list of registers used, contexts and the reasons why the 

midwives use those registers: 

DIALOGUE REGISTERS 

FOUND 

CONTEXT REASONS 

1. Gravida, Pap, 

Ektremitas, odem, Anc, 

Djj, Palpasi, Albumin, 

Hpl. 

Prenatal Care - to keep secret 

among people of the 

same profession. 

- to protect patients 

from worry over their 

condition 

- for keep patient 

psychologist 

condition. 

 

2. Implant, Cyclofum, 

Akdr, Informed 

consent 

Installation 

Contraceptive 

- As a habit among 

people of the same 

profession. 

3. Anemnesis, Palpasi, vt, 

Ttv, Tfu, Effisement, 

Kepala hodge, patograf 

Labor to keep secret among 

people of the same 

profession. 



4. Uk, Djj, Letsung, knee 

chest, Usg 

Result check up - to protect patients 

from worry over their 

condition  

-for keep patient 

psychologist 

condition. 

5. Bb, Td Complaint by 

patient 

As a habit among 

people of the same 

profession. 

 

Based on the data analyzed above, those registers used in the medical context and 

mostly uttered to protect patients from worry over their condition, abbreviation, To 

keep secret among people of the same profession. As a habit among people of the 

same profession. 

 


